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Hi everyone! Welcome to this week’s episode of 10 minutes for the Planet. Today we’re 

talking about sex. Yes you heard 

Transitioning to a sustainable and healthy lifestyle for both ourselves and the planet 

includes rethinking all of our habits. Even how we behave in the bedroom.

We probably all agree that sex is one of the most natural human activities. However 

21st century sex has seen less natural artifacts brought under the cover

can be fun to bring toys, lubricants, etc. in

made of is generally less fun. The main culprits here are 

Yes, the same nasty substances we

for the Planet. As a reminder, those molecules are used everywhere in industrial 

processes despite many official scandals

namely increasing hormon

fertility and hindering foetal 

Endocrine disruptors are a

different cosmetics we put on

deodorant. However, it is not yet a legal requirement t

list. These products are toxic enough on our skin, let’s try not to saturate our mucosae 

with them too. Here are a few tips to avoid intoxicating your sexual activities and to take 

the first steps towards a healthy sex life:

First of all, avoid applying toxic cosmetics with parabens, nanoparticles

especially before having sex. To choose your products 

brands and look for certifying labels such as Ecocert or Slow Cosmetics. Or you could 

listen to the November episode on Bathroom Detox!

Secondly, opt for paraben

condoms, look for natural latex and the RFSU label. Regarding lubricants, nothing is 

easier and safer than making your own. It’s also much cheaper. Plain coconut oil is very 

commonly used as this oil has 

water-based lubricants if you use condoms as oil can damage the protection.

A third tip applies to those who use toys or 

mainstream artifacts con
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phthalate-free. You should also read the 2006 Greenpeace report if you’re not yet 

convinced on how serious the issue is. 

The last tip refers to the recent 10 minutes for the Planet episode on indoor air 

pollution. Indeed, as you breathe much heavier and deeper during sex it is of the utmost 

importance that the air you breathe is as clean as it can be as it penetrates deeper into 

your lungs and blood. So air out the bedroom (or other rooms) regularly and stay low on 

indoor perfumes or scented candles too close to the bed. 

Natural cosmetics, home-made lubricants, safe toys and fresh air: now that should be 

enough homework for the week.  

Bye everyone! See you next week for the next episode of 10 minutes for the Planet. 

 

 

 

 

 


